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Scott Eckern, Artistic Director for California Musical
Theatre, released the following statement regarding his
resignation. The statement is released as follows:
"I understand that my choice of supporting Proposition
8 has been the cause of many hurt feelings, maybe
even betrayal. It was not my intent. I honestly had no
idea that this would be the reaction. I chose to act
upon my belief that the traditional definition of
marriage should be preserved. I support each
individual to have rights and access and I understood
that in California domestic partnerships come with the
same rights that come with marriage. My sister is a
lesbian and in a committed domestic partnership
relationship. I am loving and supportive of her and her
family, and she is loving and supportive of me and my
family. I definitely do not support any message or
treatment of others that is hateful or instills fear. This
is a highly emotional issue and the accusations that
have been made against me are simply not true. I
have now had many conversations with friends and colleagues,Â and I am deeply
saddened thatÂ my personal beliefs and convictions have offended others. My choice to
support the Proposition was personal, and does not represent the views and opinions of
California Musical Theatre or the many people associated with the organization. I was
required by law to identify my employer and occupation at the time of my donation.
I have enjoyed my association with all the many fine staff members, artists and audiences
over the years. I have strived to stay true to our mission of producing quality live theatre
to enrich the cultural live of the community. In the course of my work, I have encouraged
a work environment that is safe and creative, working together in an atmosphere of
mutual respect. I have focused on producing shows with fresh eyes to allow the intent of
the original creators to come through. I have not imposed my beliefs onto any of the
works, but have sought to explore the truths found in the storytelling to speak for
themselves if they are told well. I have enjoyed the opportunity to be alongside wonderful
artists as we have collaborated on sharing productions that will both enlighten and
entertain.
I chose to express my views through the democratic process, and I am deeply sorry for
any harm or injury I have caused in doing so. I want to support not only my friends and
loved ones, but everyone in their efforts to receive equal rights so I will be making a
comparable donation ($1000) to the Human Rights Campaign. I hope that through future
conversations bridges may be built and healing can occur that will allow us to arrive at a
better place of understanding for all involved.
I am leaving California Musical Theatre after prayerful consideration to protect the
organization and to help the healing in the local theatre-going and creative community.
California Musical Theatre will continue to welcome with open arms all staff, artists and
audiences who collaborate in the experience that live theatre does best - to lift the human
spirit. I will continue to be in the audience to cheer on all the good work. It has been an
honor to serve alongside those I love and respect in this noble profession. I am
disappointed that my personal convictions have cost me the opportunity to do what I love
the most which is to continue enriching the Sacramento arts and theatre community."
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L.A. fest faces questions about Prop. 8
NEW YORK -- In the wake of harsh industry criticism over his $1,500 donation in support of
Proposition 8, the California initiative that banned same-sex marriage, Richard Raddon has
resigned as director of the Los Angeles Film Festival. He had held the post at the fest, run by
Film Independent, since 2000.
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More than a week after the passage of Proposition 8, activists opposed to the ban on gay marriage have
shifted their protests to new arenas -- using boycotts to target businesses and individuals who
contributed to the winning side.
The effect of the boycotts remains unclear. Merchants said that the overall poor economy made it
difficult to tell whether their businesses were declining specifically because of the threats. But the
protests have been highly visible and have drawn strong objections from backers of the initiative.
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"No matter your opinion of Proposition 8, we should all agree that it is wrong to intimidate and harass
churches, businesses and individuals for participating in the democratic process," Ron Prentice, of
ProtectMarriage.com, said in a statement. Boycotters were "unabashedly trampling on the rights of
others," he said.
Activists behind the boycott effort argue they are simply exercising their political rights.
"People are determining who their friends are, and who are not their friends," said Fred Karger, a Los
Angeles resident and retired political consultant. "I think people need to be held accountable for their
financial support."
The activists have pored though campaign contribution databases and then "outed" Proposition 8 donors
on sites like Facebook.com and craigslist.com. "People are going to do what they want, and it's in this
society where you have campaign reporting that is all public information," said Karger.
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Some gay rights activists also have gone onto the restaurant website yelp.com, giving bad reviews to
Case 2:09-cv-00058-MCE
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eateries linked to the Yes on 8 movement.

"This one star is for their stance on Prop. 8," one poster wrote of El Coyote Mexican Cafe. "Enjoy it. . . .
You deserve it."
Hundreds of protesters converged on El Coyote on Beverly Boulevard on Wednesday night, and the
picketing got so heated that LAPD officers in riot gear had to be called.
All because Marjorie Christoffersen, a manager there and a daughter of El Coyote's owner, had
contributed $100 to the Yes on 8 campaign.
Christoffersen, who is Mormon, met with protesters Wednesday and at one point broke down in tears,
said Arnoldo Archila, another El Coyote manager. But the activists were not satisfied with her
explanation and continued to post protests about her on the Web.
"She had a chance to make nice and blew it. I was almost feeling a tiny bit of sympathy for her. Not no
more!!" wrote one blog poster, who also listed competing Mexican restaurants where diners should go
instead of El Coyote.
By Thursday, Christoffersen had left town, said Archila, who said El Coyote employees -- some of whom
are gay -- were left staggered by the protests, including more than 50 calls a day criticizing the
restaurant.
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"We are all a family," Archila said. "If this is going to affect the business, its going to affect them. There are
people who have to feed children and pay mortgages."
Some activists are now turning their attention to Texas-based Cinemark, one of America's largest theater
chains, whose chief executive contributed nearly $10,000 to Yes on 8.
A prolonged protest could cause trouble for the Sundance Film Festival, which uses Cinemark screens to
show movies during the January event in Park City, Utah. The state of Utah is a focus of some boycotts
because the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, which has its headquarters there, marshaled
millions of dollars in contributions from its members for the Yes on 8 campaign.
Brooks Addicott, a spokeswoman for the Sundance Institute, said the festival received about 100 e-mails
over the last few week, many of which had the same text, but it appeared that the efforts had peaked.
"Our position is that we have a festival that is essentially three months away," Addicott said. "We are
committed to having our 25th festival; it's a celebration for us. We would be incredibly disappointed if
people decided not to come because of a boycott."
Officials at Cinemark did not return calls for comment.
Gay marriage activists had been targeting some Yes on 8 donors well before the Nov. 4 election. In July,
Karger started the website Californians Against Hate, which lists a "dishonor roll" detailing more than
800 donations of $5,000 or more to the Yes on 8 campaign. He said the site was getting 300 to 350 hits a
day before the election. Now, it's receiving an average of 7,500 hits daily.
One business affected by the campaign is Lassen's, a family-owned chain of nine health food stores
throughout California, from Bakersfield to Thousand Oaks. Lassen's owners gave $27,500 to the Yes on 8
campaign.
Scott Parvel, general manager of the Ventura store, said the contribution was a "private donation" by
family members who are Mormon.
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Since the election, the stores have received angry calls about Proposition 8 as well as comments from
customers. "They have a right to their views, but they should take it up with the person who did it, not
the people who work here. . . . We're providing a business, that's all we do," said Parvel, who has worked
for the company since 2001.

ADVERTISEMENT

Robert Hoehn was another person who made Karger's "dishonor roll." Hoehn, vice president of the
Carlsbad-based Hoehn Motors, gave $25,000 of his own money to the Yes on 8 campaign in February.
And he called what followed "a really, really ugly experience."
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Hoehn said that most of the campaign against him came before the vote, when he received "dozens and
dozens and dozens" of phone calls and his Honda dealership was picketed. Since the proposition passed,
he said, he has received a few "vitriolic messages and phone calls."
Next time, he said, he will be "smarter" about how he gives such a donation, possibly in a way that
doesn't require listing his business. "I wouldn't not do it because of fear," he said. "I am not ashamed of
it, but it has been a very educational experience."
Despite the criticism, activists say they plan to continue applying pressure. "It doesn't matter if it's the
CEO or if it's the hostess that greets you at El Coyote. It really makes no difference," said Gerry Moylan,
47, a Los Angeles Realtor who planned a night of picketing in front of the restaurant Thursday.
"If I'm going to eat dinner at El Coyote and part of my money is going to pay the hostess' pay and she
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turns around and uses her pay to promote a proposition that takes away my rights, then I'm going to stop
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Prop. 8 stance upends her life
December 14, 2008 | STEVE LOPEZ
Margie Christoffersen didn't make it very far into our conversation before she cracked. Chest heaving, tears streaming, she reached for her husband Wayne's
hand and then mine, squeezing as if she'd never let go.
"I've almost had a nervous breakdown. It's been the worst thing that's ever happened to me," she sobbed as curious patrons at a Farmers Market coffee shop
looked on, wondering what calamity had visited this poor woman who's an honest 6 feet tall, with hair as blond as the sun.
Well, Christoffersen was a manager at El Coyote, the Beverly Boulevard landmark restaurant that's always had throngs of customers waiting to get inside.
Many of them were gay, and Christoffersen, a devout Mormon, donated $100 in support of Proposition 8, the successful November ballot initiative that
banned gay marriage.
She never advertised her politics or religion in the restaurant, but last month her donation showed up on lists of "for" and "against" donors. And El Coyote
became a target.
A boycott was organized on the Internet, with activists trashing El Coyote on restaurant review sites. Then came throngs of protesters, some of them shouting
"shame on you" at customers. The police arrived in riot gear one night to quell the angry mob.
The mob left, but so did the customers.
Sections of the restaurant have been closed, a manager told me Friday during a very quiet lunch hour. Some of the 89 employees, many of them gay, have had
their hours cut, and layoffs are looming. And Christoffersen, who has taken a voluntary leave of absence, is wondering whether she'll ever again be able to
work at the restaurant, which opened in 1931 (at 1st and La Brea) and is owned by her 92-year-old mother.
"It's been so hard," she said, breaking down again.
A lot of customers saw Christoffersen as the face of the restaurant. She was the hostess who roamed from table to table with a pitcher of water, refilling
glasses and schmoozing with friends.
Christoffersen, raised Mormon by her late father, told me she has no problem with gay people.
"I love them like everybody else."
But she supports her church's position that marriage is between a man and a woman.
I, on the other hand, opposed Prop. 8. And as I wrote more than once, I think organized Christian religion reached new levels of hypocrisy in using the Bible to
preach discrimination and promote the initiative.
As for the Mormons, I have trouble taking any cues on social mores from a group whose founder and early leaders believed they were acting on directives from
on high when they took enough wives -- many in their teens -- to fill every booth in the cavernous El Coyote.
But I didn't like what I was hearing about the vilification of Margie Christoffersen and others in California being targeted for the crime of voting their
conscience.
"I agree with you on this," said Fred Karger. On his Californians Against Hate website, Karger has been outing Prop. 8 supporters, but he thinks
Christoffersen's small personal donation didn't warrant such a backlash against El Coyote. Karger also spoke out against the resignation of a Sacramento
theater director who gave $1,000 to Yes on 8 and happens to be Mormon.
The focus should be on the Mormon Church, Karger said, and on people and businesses that gave hundreds of thousands of dollars to Yes on 8. Wayne
Christoffersen, who is also a manager at El Coyote, is not a Mormon, and he said he doesn't care who marries whom. But he doesn't think it's right that he and
other employees at the restaurant are seeing their livelihoods threatened. Should Apple be boycotted by Yes on 8 people, he asked, simply because the
computer company donated $100,000 to the No on 8 campaign?
El Coyote has never been known for gourmet cuisine. But the warm, kitschy vibe and cool patio scene have always been a hit with customers willing to wait in
long lines under the distinctive neon sign.
Now business is off about 30%, Wayne said. Margie wants to blame it on the economy, because she can't deal with the alternative. But Wayne insisted the lowExhibit 4
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Margie tried to smooth things over last month by inviting gay clients to a free lunch to talk it over, but she left in tears when asked if she would write a check
to the group challenging Prop. 8.
She blubbered all over again as she thought back on the last month. She has been a nightly fixture at El Coyote for two decades, walking to work from her
home just a few doors away. It's been her life, she said. And she can't stand that it's been taken away.
On the other side, thousands of gay people can't stand that their recent marriages could be taken away, and thousands more feel as though their civil rights
have been violated.
So even if Margie returns to work at El Coyote, her husband said, "she will never, ever be back here on a Thursday night."
Thursdays, as tradition had it, the place was mobbed with gay customers.
I had lunch at El Coyote on Thursday, and most of the tables were empty.
Margie was off in a dark corner of the restaurant -- at the table where Sharon Tate had her last meal -- exchanging Christmas presents with friends and her
mother.
I sat on the patio with Wayne and two other El Coyote managers -- Arnoldo Archila and Bill Schoeppner -- who happen to be gay.
"We always joked around with Margie," said Schoepp- ner, who's been on the job 26 years. "I'm a Democrat and voted for Obama; she probably voted for
McCain -- so what? If she were a bigot or a homophobe, you wouldn't have had all these gay people" working at the restaurant or eating at it.
Besides, the donation was personal.
"She didn't cut a check from the restaurant," added Archila, a 28-year employee. "The restaurant didn't have anything to do with it."
Archila said he and other employees voted no on Prop. 8 and gave money to the legal challenge. As someone who came to the U.S. 30 years ago from El
Salvador, Archila said, he's always cherished this country's right of free speech and the diversity of opinion.
"You can express yourself as a citizen," said Archila. "Not everyone has to believe the same things."
-steve.lopez@latimes.com
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Since California voters passed a ban on gay marriage, some
supporters of the measure have found themselves squarely in
the bull's-eye of angry gay rights activists.

Interactive: State-By-State Look At
Gay Marriage

It's no secret who gave money for and against the controversial
amendment to the state's constitution, known as Proposition 8.
California's secretary of state publicized the lists of contributors,
which were picked up by local media and Web sites.

And in the aftermath of a contentious campaign, protests
followed. In Los Angeles, would-be patrons of a popular Tex-Mex restaurant were greeted by
furious protestors like John Dennison.
"El Coyote — millions in gay margarita money funding hatred," Dennison yelled during the protest.
"Boycott El Coyote!"
The restaurant owner's daughter, Margie Christofferson, a faithful Mormon, had made a modest
$100 contribution to the "Yes on 8" campaign — and the restaurant's gay patrons, like Edward
Stanley, felt betrayed.
"I won't be eating here," Stanley said.
Business dipped about 30 percent at the height of the protest, and it still hasn't returned to preprotest levels. Several members of the restaurant's staff — including many of its gay employees —
have seen their hours cut back in response. And Christofferson, who managed the restaurant, has
resigned.
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Others Feel The Heat
In Sacramento, the owners of Leatherby's Family Creamery found themselves part of the backlash
when The Sacramento Bee printed the list of contributors. Dave Leatherby, a devout Roman
Catholic father of 10, says he was responding to a direct request from his bishop to give
generously.
"We gave $20,000 for Yes on Proposition 8," he says.
And once that was known, retaliation was swift. "We soon started getting very nasty e-mails and
letters and phone calls by the hundreds," he says.
Leatherby says he was mystified, because the Creamery had always enjoyed good relations with
the gay and lesbian community.
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And he says something interesting happened when demonstrators arrived outside his shop:
Business went up, instead of down. "The day they picketed us, there were about 15 picketers, and
that day we had people waiting two hours to get into our restaurant for four or five hours," he says.

Homebuilder 'Rolls' Along, Deals
With Hard Times

Not every backlash story ends that way.
Richard Raddon, director of the Los Angeles Film Festival, and Scott Eckern, director of the
California Musical Theater in Sacramento, are devout Mormons. Both made contributions to Yes
on 8, and both got demands for their resignations from gay rights protestors. They quit so their
organizations wouldn't face further controversy. Ironically, the film festival has been instrumental in
introducing works by gay and lesbian filmmakers to a broader audience — and the musical theater
included works by gay playwrights and composers.
Attempt To Intimidate?
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"This seems to be an effort to indiscriminately go after anyone who contributed money, regardless
of their position on gay issues," says Frank Schubert, spokesman for the Yes on 8 campaign. He
says the backlash has endangered individuals who exercised their constitutional right to freedom of
religion.
"I think that overall the attempt here is to intimidate and punish people so that they are less
inclined to speak out in the future," he says.
And it's given rise to charges that as gay rights advocates tried to change public opinion, some
stepped over the line and turned their protest into a witch hunt.
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Major Victory for Prop 8 Protesters
Thursday , December 11, 2008
By Greg Gutfeld

Today, I salute gays for a major civil rights victory:
They forced some old lady to quit her job.

ADVERTISEMENT

After Proposition 8 passed, angry gays discovered
that Margie Christoffersen — who fills pitchers at El
Coyote restaurant in Los Angeles — had given cash
to the cause, which restricted the definition of
marriage to include only straights. So they picketed
her place of business with hilarious protest signs until
the evil lady finally resigned.
Now, some might say this is nothing like Rosa Parks
on the bus. But they're wrong. I mean, it takes guts to
ruin some old lady's life just because she supports a
bill based on her silly religious beliefs!
Seriously, if I was there, I would have thrown paint on
her — a soft lilac shade, of course.
But why stop there? Now that you banished the old broad, get your ass down to those other parts of town
where you don't brunch and give those blacks and Mexicans a piece of your mind. And, when you're done, why
not the Muslims — who are not only against you marrying, but living too!
Look, I'm all for gay marriage, but just because some folks aren't as enlightened as you are, doesn't mean you
can treat them like poop. No one is going to take you seriously until you protest more seriously. Blacks sat in
restaurants where they weren't welcome and women protested outside the White House for days on end.
But instead of picketing a Cineplex playing a Tyler Perry movie, gays hit a joint in West Hollywood a few blocks
from a busy gay bar.
And to that I say: Comer con gusto!
Greg Gutfeld hosts "Red Eye with Greg Gutfeld" weekdays at 3 a.m. ET. Send your comments to:
redeye@foxnews.com
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← Back to Original Article
STEVE LOPEZ

Choice words about Prop. 8
December 17, 2008 | STEVE LOPEZ
When you write a column for a living, you get called lots of names on a regular basis. Moron, liar and sellout, to name a few.
I'm in no position to complain, though, since I occasionally use the same words to describe public officials and captains of industry.
But I've never been called a bigot so many times as I have since I wrote in my Sunday column about the boycott of El Coyote, the Los Angeles cantina whose
Mormon manager donated $100 to Proposition 8, the successful November ballot initiative to ban gay marriage.
"Your article defending" the manager "is making the rounds on gay boards, which means that you're becoming notorious for your bigotry," wrote someone
named Laight.
"You should be ashamed of yourself," wrote Amy.
About two-thirds of the roughly 400 readers who sent e-mails took similar positions. They said I was too sympathetic to Margie Christoffersen in writing
about how business at her mother's margarita mill is way down, thanks in part to an organized boycott, and how Christoffersen is so distraught she has taken
a leave of absence.
"Oh, poor Margie," was a popular line among angry readers, as was, "Cry me a river."
So did I get it wrong?
To summarize the column, I said I was opposed to Prop. 8 and to the ugly campaigns against gay marriage by organized religion. I also wrote that
Christoffersen is entitled to her views no matter how objectionable they are to me or anyone else, and that 89 El Coyote employees shouldn't be hurt by their
manager's politics.
I'm not taking any of it back, and that goes for my comments about organized religion, which ruffled the feathers of another flock of readers. But there's room
for honest disagreement on the many issues wrapped into this story, and I thought a lot of responses from readers were worth sharing.
T. Miyashiro-Sonoda wrote: "All couples (of any combination) should apply for a civil union license and have a civil ceremony. This would have all of the legal
rights that are now granted by what we recognize as a 'marriage.' If the couple would like this union blessed or recognized by a church, synagogue, temple or
any place of worship as a 'marriage,' another ceremony could be performed there. That way, any church, synagogue, temple or place of worship would have
the right to recognize the union or not. What do you think?" I think I like it.
Marc Pattavina wrote: "Saying that she has no problems with gay people and loves them like everyone else but donates money to [Prop. 8] is no different than
me saying I have no problems with Mexicans or blacks and then giving money to the Minutemen or the KKK. . . . If Margie was a real friend to the gay
community she'd step up for her friends and not let herself be herded like a sheep by the Mormon Church. If they told her to jump off a bridge would she do
that as well?"
My guess is yes.
Tim O'Shaughnessy wrote: "Those who supported this proposition for religious reasons committed the ultimate betrayal of Jesus Christ's prime directive:
'Judge not lest ye be judged.' They reap what they sow."
OK, Tim, but doesn't that work both ways?
Jeff Dannels wrote: "Homophobia is not just another point of view. It's not some harmless 'I like Coke, he likes Pepsi' difference of opinion. It is hateful and it
is harmful."
Agreed. But there's been steady progress, and one day in California, gay marriage will be legal. It doesn't surprise me that at least half the population isn't
there yet, and I don't think blacklisting those who still aren't comfortable with gay marriage advances the cause. But don't take my word for it.
J. Greg Veneklasen wrote: "As a gay man I am VERY unhappy with reverse discrimination of the anti-8 crowd. Their reactionary strategy is definitely too
much, too late. Where was this organization before the election, when it could have had an impact...Not a way to win over hearts and minds, guys."
Good point. If the yes-on-8 campaign seemed unconscionable, the no-on-8 campaign seemed uninspired.
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John A. Blue wrote: "I went to three same-sex marriages last summer, and the joy I saw at each is just indescribable. It absolutely boggles my mind that
Case 2:09-cv-00058-MCE -DAD Document 249-3 Filed 08/25/11 Page 20 of 43
anyone, let alone any persons claiming to follow the teachings of Jesus Christ, could want to destroy that joy. . . . In civil society, actions have to have
consequences. Otherwise we are in a Malthusian world where life is nasty, brutish and short. I contributed to the No on 8 campaign, and if that persuades
some Christians that they should not patronize me or my law firm, well, I will live with it. . . . I'd just as soon not provide my legal services to someone who
thinks it's OK to take away civil rights from a fellow citizen."
A noble position.
April (no last name) wrote: "The issue is that she likes to make money from gays and anyone else willing to spend a buck in her restaurant. Despite being a
Mormon, she serves alcohol -- to make money. Guess her faith is kinda flexible, but it's okay when she's anti-gay rights because of her faith?"
Also a fair point.
Maria Elena Hernandez wrote: "Tell Ms. Christoffersen to save her hankies and tissues for those of us whose wedding vows may be negated and to those who
will have to wait until we have equal rights across the nation. My years of tears certainly outweigh hers."
Hard to argue.
Richard Adkins wrote: "I am disappointed in our gay leaders who failed to identify the Mormon component in this election and use it to assist in the
proposition's defeat. . . . I will go to El Coyote on a Thursday night because I don't think anyone should lose their livelihood over an opinion. . . . Any
supporters of a political ideal need to be aware that they can become what they oppose."
Don't eat your fajitas in silence, Richard. Tell Margie how you feel about that opinion of hers.
Robert Barrone wrote: "Although I voted against Prop 8, and can only hope to understand the frustration in the gay community, I am reminded of [the
famous quote]: 'I disagree with what you say, but I defend to the death your right to say it.' "
That was Evelyn Beatrice Hall describing the French philosopher Voltaire's beliefs. And speaking of Voltaire, isn't he the one who said: "Prejudices are what
fools use for reason?"
-steve.lopez@latimes.com

Copyright 2011 Los Angeles Times
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On November 12th, it was widely reported that Scott
Eckern, the artistic director of the California Musical
Theatre, resigned after the Yes on Proposition 8 donation
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list revealed his $1,000 contribution. Turns out, the idea
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of boycotting companies to get homophobic employees
fired has caught on.
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I spent Saturday at a rally in Chicago protesting
Print
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Proposition 8 and the anti-gay marriage movement. One
of the speakers talked about a blacklist of companies that
donated to Proposition 8. Still high from the protest, I
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looked up the Anti-Gay Blacklist, a collection of names
and affiliations lifted from the public record of political
donations to the Yes on 8 campaign.
I am a big supporter of boycotts. They are a peaceful method of resistance, encouraging a decrease in
consumption and socially responsible spending. The fact that the gay community cuts across class lines
makes an LGBT boycott that much more effective.
The problem is, the Anti-Gay Blacklist doesn't just include companies that donated to Yes on 8. It
includes companies that have employees who donated to Yes on 8.
At the rally, the speaker mentioned a few highlights -- preparing us for the worst -- including Ace

FOLLOW US

Hardware and Home Depot, so I searched for those names first. Home Depot's offense is employing
Richard Reep, the human rights manager for the hardware chain in Shingle Springs, CA. Ace Hardware's
offense is hiring Robert Frost, Project Manager for the company in Clayton, CA.
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religious affiliation.
Weren't we part of the same movement that cheered when Wendy Chandler, a Utah school teacher, won
her job back in the State Supreme Court? Didn't we celebrate when Kevin Logan, a high school student in
Indiana, was allowed to wear a dress to prom?
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These organizations tried to oust people who thought or acted in a way that counteracted the overall
values of their employer or community. We fought legal battles to ensure that those organizations had
employment and participation standards that were neutral, on sexual orientation, but also on political
affiliation and personal belief systems.
If individuals perform their jobs well, if they are good students or good human resource managers, then
they should be allowed to continue in their positions. Until their actions in the workplace create harm -dismissals based on political affiliation should not be encouraged.
This movement for equal rights is based on the fundamental belief in the equal protection of the law.
That means equal protection for us, but it also means equal protection for the people who hate us. We
can create an effective movement for full protection for LGBT people under the Constitution without
working to unemploy individuals who, because of faith or bigotry, don't think we deserve to be treated
equally. That is a movement of which we can all be proud.
If you are interested in a boycott of companies who, as companies, donated to the Yes on 8 campaign,
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please see After Ellen's list: http://www.afterellen.com/node/39787.
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Prop. 8 foes aim their ire at Lassen's stores
Owner backed ballot measure
By Kevin Clerici
Posted November 19, 2008 at midnight
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As a vegetarian, Jessica Pollack frequently turned to Lassen's Natural Foods &
Vitamins in Ventura for its organic and dairy-free products.
"It's been a saving grace," she said.
So the 26-year-old lesbian, who got married in August, said she was shocked and
angry to learn the store's owner contributed $27,500 to the campaign for Proposition
8, a state constitutional ban on same-sex marriage approved by voters this month.
"I haven't been back since," said Pollack, who has urged her friends to shop
elsewhere. "I couldn't understand why they would be supporting this. It's incredibly
disappointing and hurtful."
Although Ventura County's largest gay and lesbian organization has not organized a
protest against the store, some activists have independently targeted it. Handmade
signs calling for people to boycott Lassen's were on display at a rally of some 600
people Saturday in downtown Ventura, and a small group protested Sunday outside
the Lassen's store in Thousand Oaks.

Featured Promotions

Gay activists say the backlash against Lassen's and other businesses that financially
supported Proposition 8 is likely to intensify, fueled by text messages, e-mails and
calls for action on Web sites such as Facebook and MySpace.
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"There is definitely a movement to educate people," said J.J. Wilner of Ventura, who
criticized the owner of the Lassen's store in Ventura forpromoting a position that he
said conflicts with the egalitarian beliefs of many customers.
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"People have always seen Lassen's as progressive and forward-thinking," said
Wilner, co-founder of Community Organized for Liberty, Opportunity and Respect, or
COLOR, a gay-straight alliance. "I know a lot of customers — gay and straight — who
felt blindsided."

Music therapy for seniors
Therapists use music to fight Alzheimers

State campaign finance records show the Ventura store contributed separate checks
of $25,000 and $2,500 to Proposition 8. The Lassen's in Camarillo also contributed
$3,000 to the proposition, and the store in Simi Valley $1,000. Election law allows
business owners to contribute as much as they want to ballot initiatives.
Other businesses targeted
In July, gay rights advocates called for a boycott of two San Diego hotels because
owner Doug Manchester contributed $125,000 to Proposition 8. And since the Nov. 4
election, California has seen an outpouring of demonstrations against passage of
Proposition 8.
Sign-waving protesters have massed outside churches and temples, as well as a Los
Angeles Mexican restaurant where employees contributed to the proposition. Gay
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activists have begun publishing lists online of individuals and organizations that
donated money to Proposition 8.
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Dentists, accountants and veterinarians who gave a few thousand dollars are listed
alongside major donors like the Container Supply Co. of Garden Grove, which gave
$250,000. The artistic director at the California Musical Theater, the state's largest
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nonprofit musical theater company, quit last week amid protests over his $1,000
donation to the Yes on 8 campaign.
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National organizers are planning a Dec. 10 "Day Without a Gay" that encourages
supporters to volunteer instead of going to work, and a Jan. 10 coast-to-coast
protest.
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"A lot of these events are going to be popping up, and many are from individual and
grass-roots efforts being born from text-message blasts and the Internet," said Jay
Smith, director of the nonprofit Ventura County Rainbow Alliance, a support center for
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendered and HIV/AIDS-affected individuals.
Smith said he has discouraged people from protesting in front of Lassen's, but some
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are angry.
"There are a lot of people in our community who have been continuous supporters of
Lassen's who were shocked to see that much money going to defeat our civil rights,"
he said.
Word spreads via e-mail
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Kasie Vinson, a longtime patron of Lassen's, sent an e-mail to nearly 200 local
Democratic volunteers detailing the store's campaign contributions. Vinson, who is
straight, was stunned to learn the contributions were collectively the largest in
Ventura County for Proposition 8, according to campaign finance forms.
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More Weather »

"I personally do not feel comfortable knowing that I contributed even a penny's worth
to writing discrimination into the constitution," she said in the e-mail.
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Owner Peter Lassen, who has held a business license for the store since 1986, did
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not respond to repeated calls seeking comment.
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Store manager Scott Parbell said the campaign donations were private contributions
and were not tied to store operations, even though the donations were listed under
the store's name on the state finance forms.
"We have an extremely diverse staff that do not necessarily share the same views,"
Parbell said. "We're all about providing good customer service, natural foods and
vitamins, and what the owner chooses to do with his money is his choice, and we
don't have any say over it."
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Family defends contributions
Lassen is a member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, which
opposes same-sex marriage, and it was well within his rights as owner to put his
money behind his beliefs, said his niece Else Endecott. The store in Simi Valley is
the only one of eight with the Lassen name that is not owned by a Lassen family
member, said Endecott, who personally contributed $250 to Proposition 8.

Wire
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download or upgrade the free Adobe Flash Player.

"We have a lot a gay and lesbian customers. We have nothing against them," said
Endecott, who manages the Lassen's store in Camarillo, which is owned by her
father, John Lassen. "To us, it (same-sex marriage) is a moral issue, not a civil
issue."
Business at the Camarillo store has not been affected, she said, although she
acknowledged her uncle has received some backlash, which she felt was unfair. She
wasn't surprised he has avoided interviews, because the media have unfairly targeted
Mormons for their beliefs and advocacy, she said.
"Sadly, people feel like they have to blame somebody," she said. "It's not just
Mormons who voted for this. It was passed by a majority of Californians.
"We love our gay and lesbian customers," she said. "If they don't want to shop at our
store, then that's their choice. I can respect that, but they should respect my family's
beliefs, too. It's pretty sad how mean people can be."
Sonja Eddings Brown of ProtectMarriage.com, a Web site created to support
Proposition 8, said boycott threats against business donors have been widespread,
and some have reported losses.
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Beverly Kelley, an author and communications professor at California Lutheran
University in Thousand Oaks, said protesting won't likely change Lassen's mind. In
fact, it could have the opposite effect, she said.

WINS - Women’s Information

"The protesters against this need to learn there could be a backlash against them,"
Kelley said. "Was this $27,500 contribution what turned the tide? No. It was all the
new voters, the minority voters, the African-American voters who came out in record

More Events »

numbers and put Obama over the top and put this initiative over the top."
Same-sex marriage backers, she said, should focus on figuring out why people voted
as they did. "You have to respect the other side if you want to convince them," she
said.
In the parking lot outside the Ventura store recently, longtime customer Christine
Burke said she voted against Proposition 8 and was disappointed to learn of Lassen's
support, but it wouldn't change her shopping habits. "I believe he has the right to
believe in what he believes in," she said. "It's a complex issue."
Shopper Chris Hoover, a Ventura contractor, agreed. "I don't support his point of
view," he said, "but I think he has a right to it."
© 2008 Ventura County Star. All rights reserved. This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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Reese writes:
These protesters are getting scary as hell. Going after people who have a
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About a dozen protesters rallied
outside Leatherby's Family Creamery
with signs and free rainbow sherbet.
Owner Alan Leatherby, his business and his relatives gave a total of
$20,000 supporting the "Yes on 8" campaign, which worked to get the
measure passed.
"I think that providing people with information is never a bad thing to do - make an informed choice about where they are spending their money,"
said Rachel Gregg, who's opposed to Proposition 8.
A crowd also lined up out the door of Leatherby's to show their support for
the ice cream parlor.
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"We've had people drive in from Auburn," Leatherby said. "It's nice to have
friends, it really is."
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Opponents of Proposition 8, an
amendment to ban same-sex
marriage in California, gave out free
ice cream Sunday in protest of a
Sacramento family-run ice cream
parlor.
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San Diego | LGBTI / Queer
Rally Against Prop H8: Manchester Grand Hyatt
by Tony Cochran ( tcochran [at] unitehere.org )
Tuesday Nov 18th, 2008 5:02 PM

Rally Agaist Hate!
Doug Manchester is one of the leading funders ($125,000) of Proposition 8, a California ballot
initiative that discriminates against LGBT couples. While Hyatt may officially disavow
Manchester’s contributions to Proposition 8 as a personal choice, the fact remains that their
multi-million dollar LGBT marketing efforts must be seen as little more than sheer hypocrisy
when the revenue this marketing attracts is then funneled into efforts that bite the hand which
feeds them. In such a situation, we always have the ability to choose not to feed them any
longer.
RALLY @ MANCHESTER HYATT
NOVEMBER 22TH -5:00 P.M.
1 Market Place, San Diego, CA 92101
On July 10th, 2008, a coalition led by the San Diego labor movement and the LGBT community called for a
boycott of the Manchester Grand Hyatt, the host site for AERA's 2009 Conference.
Manchester's Hyatt has brought the LGBT community UNITE HERE together to fight for equality for gay and
lesbian couples and justice for the workers at his Hyatt hotel. Doug Manchester has a history working against
both:
· Equality for lesbian and gay couples. Doug Manchester is one of the leading funders ($125,000) of
Proposition 8, a California ballot initiative that discriminates against LGBT couples. The California LGBT
community faces an extremely difficult fight to prevent an outright ban on their civil right to have legal
recognition for same sex couples and equal protection for their families. While Hyatt may officially disavow
Manchester's contributions to Proposition 8 as a personal choice, the fact remains that their multi-million
dollar LGBT marketing efforts must be seen as little more than sheer hypocrisy when the revenue this
marketing attracts is then funneled into efforts that bite the hand which feeds them. In such a situation, we
always have the ability to choose not to feed them any longer.
· Justice for Manchester Hyatt workers. Manchester's Hyatt allegedly forces housekeepers to clean more
rooms than housekeepers at other Hyatt hotels, including the other Hyatt hotel in San Diego. In 2006,
housekeepers began lunch hour protests against working conditions in the hotel, saying that their daily room
quota had been increased from 17 to 30 rooms per shift! We have no reason to believe that Manchester has
made any workload reductions to address these protests. Across the hotel industry, increasing workloads have
put a greater strain on housekeepers; work speedups have led to increasing injury rates. According to the
Department of Labor, injury rates for hotel workers are 40% higher than the service sector average. Hotel
housekeeper injuries are debilitating. Back injuries, housemaids' knee (bursitis), and shoulder pain can lead to
permanent disability. Numerous studies have shown that unreasonable workloads are a serious occupational
health issue; here are a few facts that highlight the severity of that problem:
In a recent survey of more than 600 hotel housekeepers in the U.S. and Canada, 91% said that they have
suffered work-related pain. Of those who reported workplace pain:
_ 77% said their workplace pain interfered with routine activities.
_ Two out of every three workers visited their doctor to deal with workplace pain.
_ 66% took pain medication just to get through their daily quota.
(UNITE HERE survey results)
http://sleepwiththerightpeople.org
Add Your Comments
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Gay rights supporters
and their union allies
plan to launch a boycott
of the Manchester
Grand Hyatt because its
owner, Doug
Manchester,
contributed $125,000
to Proposition 8, an
amendment to ban
same-sex marriage on
the November ballot.
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Organizers of the
campaign, which is
expected to be
announced at a news
conference today, say
they believe it is the
first time that gay rights
supporters have
boycotted a business
whose owner seeks to
ban same-sex marriage.
Leaders will urge the
public to avoid the
downtown hotel
because they say that
support for Proposition
8 amounts to unfair
treatment of gays and
lesbians.
“Manchester's
contribution to this
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Union-Tribune file photo
Gay rights supporters and their union allies plan to
launch a boycott of the Manchester Grand Hyatt
because its owner, Doug Manchester, contributed
$125,000 to Proposition 8, an amendment to ban
same-sex marriage on the November ballot.
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and simple,” said
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Gay rights groups to boycott
Manchester Grand Hyatt
From U-T archives:
Developer is foe of same-sex
marriage (March 15, 2008 )

The Manchester Grand Hyatt is not unionized.
Manchester and campaign officials from Proposition 8 did not return
phone calls seeking comment.
In an interview earlier this year, Manchester said that he decided to donate
to Proposition 8 because he had heard that schools that teach that marriage
is between a man and a woman could be sued for discriminating against
gays.
In addition, he said, he was motivated by his strong Catholic faith to
believe that marriage is between a man and a woman.
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But, he said, that he welcomes gays and lesbians to his hotels and
restaurants.
Gay rights leaders say they are not targeting the Hyatt Corp. – which
operates the Manchester Grand Hyatt – because the company has a good
record in hiring and supporting gays and lesbians. But they are singling
out the Manchester property.
In May, California became the second state in the nation to allow same-sex
marriage after the state Supreme Court ruled that laws banning it violate
the right to marry in the state constitution. A court ruling in Massachusetts
legalized same-sex marriage in that state four years ago.
In November, voters will get a chance to overturn the California ruling, if
they vote for a constitutional ban under Proposition 8.
Manchester is one of several San Diegans whose large contributions helped
put the initiative on the ballot. Others include Mission Valley developer
Terry Caster, who gave $162,500, and Robert Hoehn, owner of Hoehn
Motors in Carlsbad, who has given $25,000.
Fred Karger, who is helping to organize the boycott and is running an
organization opposed to Proposition 8, said he is also urging the public to
boycott Manchester's other hotel, the Grand Del Mar.
“This is someone who is giving an exorbitant amount of money to write
discrimination into the constitution for the very first time,” he said.
Karger said he hopes the boycott will send a message to other potential
contributors to the Proposition 8 campaign.
“Our goal is to create a business loss for people who contribute,” he said.
“We want to make it a little uncomfortable.”
The results of the boycott could be watched closely.
In the battle over Proposition 8, both sides will be trying to raise huge
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2000, 61 percent of California voters approved Proposition 22, enacting a
statutory ban on same-sex marriages. But in late May of this year after the
court ruling, the nonpartisan Field Poll found a majority of California
voters opposed a constitutional ban and by a slimmer majority for the first
time supported same-sex marriage.

Backers of Proposition 8 have predicted that any boycott efforts would fail.
“Support for traditional marriage is a mainstream view,” said Andrew
Pugno, an attorney for protectmarriage.com, which supports Proposition
8. “I can't imagine that efforts to boycott businesses with mainstream
views are going to be successful.”
In April, once Manchester's contribution became widely known, two gay
rights organizations, the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation and
PlanetOut Inc., moved events they had scheduled at the Manchester Grand
Hyatt.
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Prop 8 foes turn to 'blacklist' tactics
Posted 12/21/2008 11:15 PM | Comment
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By William M. Welch, USA TODAY

Share

LOS ANGELES — After losing on Election Day, some supporters of gay marriage are using economic
boycotts and Internet lists to focus ire on the financial backers of Proposition 8.
Some on the receiving end say the tactic amounts to a blacklist, a term that conjures memories of
Hollywood's refusal to hire screenwriters and others identified as communists in the late 1940s and
1950s.
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Married couple Kim Kelly, left, and Roberta Valdez
cheer during a rally Nov. 22 in Sacramento.
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"I just hate being pigeonholed as a hate monger or bigot," says Robert Hoehn, who contributed
$25,000 to the campaign for Prop 8, which amended California's Constitution to exclude same-sex marriage. "I have
friends in the gay community, and I don't think any of them would say that."
Hoehn has seen protesters outside his Carlsbad, Calif., car dealerships, his name and business have appeared on
websites publicizing donors, and he has received "the most vitriolic kinds of e-mails, letters and phone calls."
His discomfort is exactly what some have in mind.

"I want to make it a little hot for these people," says Fred Karger, a retired Los Angeles political consultant who started the group and website called Californians Against
Hate.
Small as well as large donors have felt heat:
• El Coyote, a Mexican restaurant in Los Angeles since 1931, has seen fewer diners and been picketed over a $100 contribution by a manager and member of the
owning family. Marjorie Christoffersen told The Los Angeles Times, "I've almost had a nervous breakdown."
• San Diego developer Doug Manchester, who donated $125,000 to put Prop 8 on the ballot, has seen a boycott against hotels he owns, including the Manchester Grand
Hyatt on San Diego Bay. Manchester did not return calls seeking comment. Sonja Eddings Brown, spokeswoman for the Protect Marriage coalition, which supports Prop
8, said Manchester's hotel "has lost several national conventions and conferences."
• A-1 Self Storage, with 30 locations across California, has also been targeted by Karger's group. Owner Terry Caster and family members donated $693,000.
Caster did not return calls but has a recording on his phone defending the contribution and Prop 8. "The homosexual community is trying to change something that has
been practiced since the start of our great country," he says, referring to marriage. "I simply exercise my right to support that which I believe in."
Brown says she has received calls from small business owners in Hollywood and West Hollywood who have lost customers because of their donations. She said she has
seen printed lists that name Hollywood studio employees who gave to the cause, an action that "replicates that feel" of blacklists of movie-industry figures who many in
Hollywood to this day believe were prevented from earning a living because of their politics.
Some say blacklist is the wrong analogy.
Larry Gross, professor and director of the school of communication at the University of Southern California, said publicizing donors is a legitimate tactic. He says it is
similar to the Montgomery, Ala., bus boycott of the 1960s in which blacks were protesting segregated seating.
"This is a matter of private citizens saying they don't want to patronize businesses that have worked against their interests," Gross said.
But Ron Prentice, executive director of the California Family Council, says it is wrong to compare supporters of traditional marriage to racists.
"I think the general public is recognizing intolerance" of the blacklist, he said.
Mixx
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A-1 Self Storage Owner Gave $693,000
to Yes on Prop 8!
Terry Caster Family is California’s 2nd Biggest Contributor
San Diego businessman Terry Caster, who owns A-1 Self Storage Company was California’s 2nd biggest contributor to the
Yes on 8 campaign. Caster and his family gave nearly $700,000 to Yes on 8, including $400,000 just five days before the
election.
"This guy must really not like same-sex marriage," said Fred Karger, Founder of Californians Against Hate in his published blog in
The Huffington Post. "Mr. Caster and many of his eight sons and daughters and their spouses have given a combined total of
$693,000 to the Yes on 8 campaign between January and November 4, 2008."
Caster told the San Diego Union-Tribune in May that marriage equality threatens society. "Without solid marriage, you are going
to have a sick society," he said. Caster encouraged his friend Doug Manchester, owner of the Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel, to
give $125,000 to the campaign, the newspaper reported.
Californians Against Hate produced a commercial with an actor playing Caster with his granddaughter asking, “why did you give so
much money away, Grampa?” the innocence of the little 4 year old girl is what this commercial is all about. You can view it on
Current TV and our web site www.californiansagainsthate.com.
A-1 Self Storage has 30 locations throughout California with over 3 million aquare feet of storage.

Effective Thursday, November 20, 2008 Californians Against Hate
is calling for a Boycott of A-1 Self Storage Company.
A-1 has facilities all over California. Please support our fight for equality and take your business to one of the many other self
storage companies.
If you are curious as to why someone would give so much money to take away marriage equality in California, call Terry Caster.
Here are his toll free numbers:

Corporate Office Number: 800-219-4854 ext. 106
A-1 Customer Service Number: 800-210-8979
When you call, please be respectful and courteous to Mr. Caster and his associates. Terry Caster and his family had every right to
contribute as much money as they wanted to Yes on Prop 8. Lots of people just want to know why.

List of A-1 Self Storage Locations to Boycott
San Diego County:
San Diego
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1

Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self

Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage

Chula Vista, CA
Downtown–Little Italy, CA
El Cajon, CA
Fashion Valley, CA
Hotel Circle, CA
Kearny Mesa, CA
La Mesa, CA
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A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1

Self
Self
Self
Self
Self

Storage Lakeside, CA
Case 2:09-cv-00058-MCE
Storage Midtown, CA
Storage Mira Mesa, CA
Storage Mission Valley, CA
Storage Morena Bay Park, CA
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North County
A-1 Self Storage Oceanside, CA
A-1 Self Storage Vista, CA

Southern California:
Los Angeles County
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1

Self
Self
Self
Self
Self

Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage

El Monte, CA
Glendale, CA
North Hollywood, CA
Paramount, CA
Torrance, CA

Orange County
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1

Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self

Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage

Anaheim, CA
Cypress, CA
Fullerton, CA
Huntington Beach, CA
La Habra, CA
Lake Forest , CA
Santa Ana, CA

Northern California:
Alameda County
A-1 Self Storage Oakland, CA

Contra Costa County
A-1 Self Storage Concord, CA

San Mateo County
A-1 Self Storage Belmont, CA

Santa Clara County
A-1 Self Storage San Jose, CA

Help Spread the Word!
Help spread the word through Yelp.com that Terry Caster's $693,000 to Yes on 8 is going to cost him business. Follow the link to
Yelp.com and enter A-1 Self Storage and leave a comment on what you think of A-1 and its owner. Please keep them brief and
clean. Comments can be posted for any of Caster's 30 storage facilities throughout California.

Thank you for your support of our BOYCOTT OF A-1 SELF STORAGE!
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Exhibit 4-135

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
Exhibit to Pls.’ M emo in Supp. of M ot.
for Summ. J.
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By Sophia Pearson - Apr 25, 2011 2:19 PM ET

Paul D. Clement, former top litigator for the Bush administration,
resigned as head of King & Spalding LLP’s national appellate
practice after the firm withdrew as counsel for the U.S. House of

Share

Representatives in arguing for the Defense of Marriage Act.
More
Print

Email

The firm shouldn’t abandon its representation simply because a
client’s legal position is unpopular, Clement said today in a letter to
firm Chairman Robert D. Hays announcing his decision to join

Bancroft PLLC.
“Defending unpopular positions is what lawyers do,” Clement said. “The adversary system of
justice depends on it, especially in cases where the passions run high. When it comes to the
lawyers, the surest way to be on the wrong side of history is to abandon a client in the face of
hostile criticism.”
House Speaker John Boehner said last month that Republicans would defend the 1996
Defense of Marriage Act after the Obama administration said it won’t defend the
constitutionality of the law. The act bars same-sex married couples from collecting federal
benefits when eligibility is determined by marital status.
Democrats seeking to repeal the federal ban said King & Spalding’s withdrawal is another
blow to Republican efforts to defend DOMA.

‘Patently Wrong’
“Their withdrawal confirms what is increasingly obvious: it is patently wrong to defend this
harmful law,” Representatives Jerrold Nadler of New York, Tammy Baldwin of Wisconsin,
Jared Polis of Colorado, and John Conyers of Michigan, who are sponsoring the House bill,
said in a joint e- mailed statement.
The move to hire King & Spalding sparked backlash from the gay and lesbian community and
criticism from House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi, who called the Republicans’ decision
a “distraction.”
Hays said in a statement today that the firm’s vetting process for the case was “inadequate.”
“Ultimately I am responsible for any mistakes that occurred and apologize for the challenges
this may have created,” Hays said in the statement.
Clement, who was to serve as lead attorney for the Atlanta- based firm, said he wouldn’t have
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